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BECOME THE ONE
Lab Kelpie
www.labkelpie.com
Artform
Theatre
Audience
Adult & 18-35 year olds
Previous Seasons
2019:
Midsumma Festival

An incisive and contemporary new comedy-drama that asks the
question: what would you do for love?

When Noah captures the attention of Tom, a celebrated AFL player
nearing the end of his career, sparks immediately fly. But as the
season progresses and their relationship grows, questions around
identity, sexuality and our devotion to hyper-masculinity begin to

Estimated Remount
$15 – 20K

surface, forcing them - and us - to consider what happens to love
when good intentions and patience aren't enough anymore.

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$5 – 10K
Using a triangulation of drama, romance and comedy, this new

Royalties
12%

Australian play explores the pressure and continual need for men to
perform - on and off the field - and the repercussions when you

Contact
Lyall Brooks
lyall@labkelpie.com
+61 408 595 939

don't.

Set entirely in the concrete fortress of Tom's apartment, the
domesticity of this clandestine relationship allows us to both
celebrate and send-up stereotypes, while delving deeply into
themes and topics as broad as unconditional love, power dynamics
between couples and our obsession with sport.

"Heart wrenching, raw and categorically brave. Become The One
doesn't let you off the hook. We need more of this on our stages."
★★★★★ Theatre People

“Presents many layers… the production is meticulously curated.”
★★★★ Arts Hub

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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ARTBACK NT
www.artbacknt.com.au

Contact
Elizabeth Rogers
performing@artbacknt.com.au
+61 8 8941 1444

Artback NT are presenting an Organisation Update

Artback NT engage with artists from around the Northern Territory
to develop and tour their work to local, national and international
audiences.

From traditional and contemporary dance, to visual arts, music and
theatre, creating, celebrating and sharing arts and cultural
experiences is what drives and inspires us!

Our works are ambitious, professional and energetic created by
artists from across the Northern Territory - delivered to and from
some of Australia's most remote locations. We work collaboratively
with communities and venues to create and present high-quality
arts and cultural experiences not readily available to regional,
remote and very remote communities who are often left off the
touring map.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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SCAREDY CAT
Terrapin Puppet Theatre
www.terrapin.org.au

Artform
Puppetry

A FEISTY FELINE FANTASIA FOR ALL AGES.

Audience
Children & Families

A slightly anxious little kitten, Scaredy Cat, lands in big trouble

Estimated Remount
$0 – 10K
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$10 – 15K
Royalties
12%
Contact
Belinda Kelly
belinda@terrapin.org.au
+61 422 557 127

RETURN TO CONTENTS

when her curiosity leaves her trapped in an attic.

Scaredy is completely alone, or so she thinks. As the antique
furniture in the attic comes creakily to life, a whole new world of
eccentric characters is revealed.

Terrapin’s new touring production for 2021 is a funny, beautiful and
fantastic story of friendship across generations. Cute doesn’t mean
no courage, and old age doesn’t make you obsolete.
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DOUBLE DELICIOUS
Contemporary Asian Australian
Performance
www.caap.org.au
Artform
Theatre

Double Delicious is a unique theatrical and culinary experience, in

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

that have been significant in their lives. At the end of each story,

Previous Seasons
2020:
Sydney Festival – Premiere
AsiaTOPA
APAM
Other Partners
Carriageworks
Australia Council
Arts on Tour

which five stellar storytellers reveal the secrets behind the dishes

the audience tastes the dish.

Combining storytelling, performance, theatre and food, this
immersive multi-sensory work was created by a crack team of
theatre artists including directors Darren Yap and Courtney Stewart,
dramaturge Annette Shun Wah, set & costume designer Leo Yuen
Hon-Wai, sound designer/composer Nicholas Ng and lighting and
production designer Verity Hampson.

The current cast includes writer Benjamin Law, performance maker
Estimated Remount
$15 – 20K

Valerie Berry, dancer/choreographer Raghav Handa, celebrity cooks
Heather Jeong and the legendary Elizabeth Chong.

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+
Accommodates 100 audience seated at 10 round tables in a blacked
Royalties
12%
Contact
Annette Shun Wah
annette@caap.org.au
+61 423 052 355

out space with rigging for lighting and projection.

"... a lush and evocative series of skilfully narrated performances,
tantalising all the senses whilst also delivering moments of real
human connection.”
★★★★ 1/2 Limelight Magazine.

"... a flavourful blend of the best things about food and theatre.”
★★★★ 1/2 The AU Review

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE
Q Theatre (Penrith Performing &
Visual Arts)
www.qtheatre.com.au
Artform
Interdisciplinary / Hybrid
Theatre
Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

Previous Seasons
2020:
31 July
7 August
14 August
28 August
4 September

Short Message Service is a new performance about intimacy
experienced via text message.

Six playwrights were commissioned to create five stories, offered a
thematic grounding and two key parameters; the character limit of
ten text messages and a sixty-minute window of time.

Playwrights participating in the project include Margaret Davis,
Donna Abela, Monikka Eliah, Katie Beckett, Jonathan Biggins &
Mandy Bishop.

Estimated Remount
$0 – 10K
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$0 – 5K
Royalties
12%
Contact
Nick Atkins
nick.atkins@penrith.city
+61 425 432 390

RETURN TO CONTENTS

"No internet required and, if the first offering is any indicator, an
intimate, playful and thoroughly entertaining theatre experience." reviewsbyjudith.com
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LOVE
MILKE
www.milke.com.au
Artform
Theatre

LOVE is an unapologetic exploration of love and addiction. Tanya,

Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

abused, they’re abusive, and they’re difficult to like, let alone love,

Annie and Lorenzo are from the bottom of the heap. They’ve been

but it’s love in all its distorted and mutated forms that holds them
together.

Previous Seasons
2019:
fortyfivedownstairs
Venice Biennale

LOVE was invited as the first-ever Australian production to attend
the 2019 Venice Biennale and the invitation to bring their

Estimated Remount
$10 – 15K

productions of the acclaimed LOVE and SHIT recognises the

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$10 – 15K

Cornelius, their strong track record and their highly individual

longstanding writer/director partnership of Susie Dee & Patricia

politic and aesthetic.

Royalties
13%
Contact
Laura Milke-Garner
laura@milke.com.au
+61 418 343 255

”Ms. Dee and Ms. Cornelius are producing exactly the kind of work
that socially conscious theaters and audiences around the world are
currently looking for.” – New York Times (Venice Season)

“Susie Dee directs Cornelius with immense clarity and poise, and
the performances thrive under her guidance. It can be difficult to
watch, but its searing, abject portrayal of passion and exploitation
will plague you long after you leave the theatre.” – The Age

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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TIDDAS BY ANITA HEISS
La Boite Theatre Company
www.laboite.com.au
Artform
Theatre

Anita Heiss is a noteworthy writer of incredible vision, international

Audience
Adult

sector. She is currently an artist in residence at La Boite, developing

Estimated Remount
TBD

for the stage. La Boite has partnered with the Queensland

Weekly Sell Off Fee
TBD

program for the development of the work and Anita's capacity as a

Royalties
TBD

play in Brisbane in 2021.

Contact
Sanja Simic
sanja@laboite.com.au
+61 412 959 177

Tiddas is a novel about female friendships – their foundations, their

acclaim, and great significance within the Australian literature

her 2014 novel, Tiddas, into a new, large-scale, Indigenous-led work

Performing Arts Centre (QPAC) to deliver a bespoke residency

playwright, in 2020-21, with a view towards a world premiere of the

strengths, their challenges and, at times, their failures. Following
the lives of five 40-year-old women from Mudgee all living in and
around the city of Brisbane, Tiddas is also a complex story about
their identities: as Aboriginal women, as career women, as a wives,
mothers and homemakers. Most importantly, it's a story about
what it means to be a friend.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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MAYOR FOR A DAY
Hey Boss (Damian Callinan)
www.heyboss.com.au
Artform
Comedy / Stand Up

The popularly unelected Damian Callinan is slipping on the mayoral

Audience
Adult

the one man, public service campaigner has taken in all he can, he’ll

Estimated Remount
$0 – 10K

to report his findings to a local populace.

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$10 – 15K

Combining photos, observations, municipal advice, colourful yarns

Royalties
10%

will have the town thinking he’s been residing there for a year

Contact
Peta Spurling-Brown
peta@heyboss.com.au
+61 401 437 886

robes for 24 hours to run his comedic eyes over your town. After

rock up to the hall armed only with a projector and a microphone,

and his uncanny eye for seeing things that the locals don’t, Callinan

rather than a day.

Callinan has honed his tailoring skills over years of regional touring,
but most specifically in Road Trip [2013-14], Town Folk [2017] and
Comedy Relief Drought Tour [2020] all of which involved building a
live show about each community, featuring video and photos from
the town with live content. Mayor for a Day has streamlined the
process to create a leaner, funnier, one-man local government
service, that will linger long in the memories of the town.

“Unlike any other comedian, Damian takes the time to explore the
unique idiosyncrasies particular to each community, presenting
them to the audience as a wondrous carnival of hilarity & heart-felt
humour that leaves them crying with laughter.” – Sandy
McNaughton (Comedy Relief Drought Tour)

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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ARENA’S CREATIVE RESIDENCY & HIDDEN
CREATURE GALLERY
Arena Theatre Company
www.arenatheatre.com.au
Artform
Interdisciplinary / Hybrid
Audience
Children & Families
Previous Seasons
2019:
Castlemaine State Festival

Ever wondered what your favourite tree in the park was thinking?
What does your toaster think about your choice of cheese spread?

Part laboratory, part performance and all imagination, Hidden
Creature Gallery is an exciting interactive work for school aged
children and their families. Existing between the digital and the
real, this work empowers young people to bring to life the places

Estimated Remount
N/A

and objects around them and give them voice.

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$10 – 15K

The creative team that brought you Robot Song will be resident for
a week in your venue, creating an immersive and fun space, that

Royalties
N/A

blends nature and technology. The process of making the creatures
encourages the participants to think about their community

Contact
Sharon Custers
sharon@arenatheatre.com.au
+61 448 357 112

connections and identity by revealing the experiences they share.
The creation of these creatures is a celebration of shared culture
and of the individual imagination.

Combining inspiring art and cutting-edge technology, Hidden
Creature Gallery is enjoyable, entertaining and educational for
everyone.

"To see the level of engagement, the scope of the activity, the
creative output from artists and students, the clear enthusiasm of
the school teachers and community – the enrichment for that
community (Tongala) as a result of the program was visible and
substantial." – David Stretch

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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ILBIJERRI THEATRE
www.ilbijerri.com.au

Contact
Laila Thaker
laila@ilbijerri.com.au
+61 421 440 117

ILBIJERRI Theatre are presenting an Organisation Update

ILBIJERRI is one of Australia’s leading theatre companies creating
innovative works by First Nations artists.

The longest established First Nations theatre company in Australia,
ILBIJERRI creates, presents and tours powerful and engaging
theatre by First Nations artists that gives voice to our cultures.

ILBIJERRI is committed to growing a sustainable and vibrant First
Nations arts ecology and is investing in the next generation of First
Nations theatre makers and industry professionals. Deep listening
with and for community and country is central to our work.

With almost 30 years since incorporation, ILBIJERRI continues to
bring the brilliance and sophistication of bold, black voices to
audiences in country halls, community spaces, prisons and major
venues, across Australia and the world.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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THERE’S A SEA IN MY BEDROOM
Australian Chamber Orchestra
www.aco.com.au
Artform
Music
Theatre

David is frightened of the sea. He does not like it at all, not one bit.
But one day he finds a conch shell at the beach and takes it home –
and he hears the sea trapped inside.

Audience
Children & Families
'Come out, sea, come out,' he says softly. 'I won't hurt you.’
Previous Seasons
2019:
Sydney Opera House
Estimated Remount
$20K+
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+
Contact
Tara Smith
tara.smith@aco.com.au
+61 425 835 042

Weaving together captivating storytelling with a newly composed
score by award-winning Australian composer Paul Stanhope,
There’s a Sea in My Bedroom is an immersive introduction to live
classical music, capturing the magic of a child's fantasy world.

The Australian Chamber Orchestra proudly presents this beautifully
reimagined story by renowned Australian author Margaret Wild.

“As soon as I read ‘ACO’ and ‘children’s book’ in the same sentence
I couldn’t book fast enough. My four-year old grandson was
completely enchanted by his first experience of a live performance.
Archie was fascinated by the creation of the world of the story and
by the musicians and their instruments. A magical first experience
of theatre for one small boy.” – Audience Member, 2019 Season

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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THE BEAUTY INDEX
Annette Carmichael Projects
www.annettecarmichael.com.au

Artform
Dance

Exploring vulnerability, strength, terror and beauty, this

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

Denmark and Albany in 2017. For many, with no prior dance, the

Previous Seasons
2017
Denmark WA
2018
Albany WA
2021
WA Regional Tour

contemporary dance work was originally created with men from

experience was transformational.

In a work driven by community engagement, Annette Carmichael
Projects collaborates with you as a Presenter to engage men in your
community who perform this work alongside members of the
original cast. This work challenges stereotypes about men and
encourages them to step outside of their comfort zones and
become performers.

Estimated Remount
$20K+
The choreography combines sequences of complex polyrhythms
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+

with slower gestures of restrained intensity. It reaches its peak
when two soloists, one delicate and birdlike and one contorted and

Royalties
5%
Contact
Annette Carmichael
annette@annettecarmichael.
com.au
+61 438 922 934

quavering, collide in a deft and fierce duet.

Supported by an ensemble of men, the performance has a sense of
precariousness as they constantly seek to balance the elements of
their world, uniting and fragmenting until a final, suspended
moment.

“Carmichael, a veteran in regional community contemporary dance
projects, has an acute and profound knowledge of her context.” –
Amy Wiseman, SeeSaw Magazine

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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A SIMPLE SPACE
Gravity & Other Myths
www.gomcircus.com.au

Artform
Circus / Physical Theatre

Seven acrobats push their physical limits without reserve; this

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

by driving live percussion this is acrobatics like you have never seen

Previous Seasons
2019:
USA
UK
Europe
China
2020:
Fringe World Festival Perth
Adelaide Fringe
WOMADelaide

performance is simultaneously raw, frantic and delicate. Supported

before, so intimate that you can feel the heat, hear every breath
and see every muscle strain.

A Simple Space evokes real responses in audiences, something
visceral rather than cerebral. Instead of fine-tuning the
performance with makeup, lighting and contrived theatrical
overlay, the cast have deliberately gone the opposite way. The
audience is brought in close to surround the stripped back stage. In
that space the acrobats are pushed to the physical limit, breaking
down their usual guards and introducing the reality of failure and

Full touring history
https://www.gravityandother
myths.com.au/shows/asimple-space
Estimated Remount
TBD
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+

weakness.

With nothing left to hide behind personal narratives come through
naturally. This honesty is the essence behind A Simple Space.

“Stripped back and raw… an awe-inspiring display of strength, skill

Royalties
5%

and creativity.” – The Advertiser

Contact
Jascha Boyce
jascha@gomcircus.com.au
+61 423 170 363

“Cirque du Soleil with a fistful of grit.” – UK Express

RETURN TO CONTENTS

“A total triumph.” – The Guardian
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BACKBONE
Gravity & Other Myths
www.gomcircus.com.au

Artform
Circus / Physical Theatre
Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds
Previous Seasons
2019:
New Zealand
Europe
South Korea
UK
Canada
2020:
France
Canada

A high-octane spree of physical virtuosity, Backbone tests the limits
of strength: physical, emotional, individual and collective.

Staged with a deceptively DIY aesthetic and dispensing of trickery
and distraction, this is circus that goes straight for the jugular and
leaves no viewer unmoved. Backbone is the culmination of all that's
gone before: a celebration of human connectedness and the
meaning of strength, its athletic appeal is run through with a
conceptual brilliance that elevates it to a new level.

Genre-defying circus, pushed to its conceptual and cerebral limits,
Backbone is a thought-provoking, visual banquet that leaves
audiences gasping for air.

Full touring history
https://www.gravityandother
myths.com.au/shows/backbo
ne
Estimated Remount
TBD
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+

“A glorious flow of action and reaction ... The acrobatics are
eloquent and sensational, full of original twists that spell out a new
language.” ★★★★★ The Advertiser

“Circus, as you’ve never seen it before, pushed to its conceptual

Royalties
5%

and cerebral limits. A genre-defying, thought provoking, visual

Contact
Jascha Boyce
jascha@gomcircus.com.au
+61 423 170 363

human.” – InDaily

RETURN TO CONTENTS

extravaganza ... so intensely beautiful it makes you proud to be
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OUT OF CHAOS…
Gravity & Other Myths
www.gomcircus.com.au
Artform
Circus / Physical Theatre
Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds
Previous Seasons
2019:
Adelaide Festival
10 Days On The Island Galway
International Arts Festival
(Ireland)
Noorderzon (Netherlands)
Chamaeleon Theatre (Berlin)
Estimated Remount
TBD
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+
Royalties
5%
Contact
Jascha Boyce
jascha@gomcircus.com.au
+61 423 170 363

Out Of Chaos… is GOM’s boldest and most ambitious work yet. It is
sophisticated circus with a pounding heart and an honest soul.

Hard-edged, throbbing acrobatics referencing birth, death and
primordial physics collide with intimate verbal confessions to create
an insight into what it feels like to be on stage in real time. By
exposing the inner workings of the world-class acrobat, we unveil
the magic that is Gravity & Other Myths’ most precious commodity;
genuine human connection between each other and our audience.

At its conceptual centre, it is a story of how things come together.
People, planets and plans. Audience, performer, sound and light.
The thoughts that shape us and in turn define how we make sense
of our inner and outer worlds. The piece moves with agility
between chaotic creation stories and our seemingly ordered
understanding of the here and now, all the while hinting at the
strange space between knowing and contemplating our mortal
significance.

“The company’s strongest work to date. Imaginative,
expressionistic, thrilling and aesthetically refined.”
★★★★★ ArtsHub

“Dance mutates into dangerous physicality of amazing and
refreshingly different physical theater performance.” –
★★★★★ The Barefoot Review

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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BABA YAGA
Windmill Theatre Company
www.windmill.org.au
Artform
Theatre

Vaselina lives the quiet life, working as a receptionist in a very tall

Audience
Children & Families

confront a terrifying resident who plays her music far too loudly

Previous Seasons
2018
Edinburgh International
Children's Festival
Regional Scottish Tour
2019
Adelaide Festival
10 Days on the Island
4 venue tour of China
Taipei International Children's
Festival
ASSITEJ Norway
9 venue tour of UK & Ireland
Other Partners
Imaginate
Estimated Remount
TBD
Weekly Sell Off Fee
TBD

apartment block. But all that changes when she is forced to

and eats jelly babies with her mouth open.

Who is this mysterious neighbour? Will she ever turn the music
down? And what exactly is she planning for dinner?

Baba Yaga is a brand new take on an old Russian folktale cocreated by director Rosemary Myers and two unique and
celebrated artists from opposite ends of the globe; Shona Reppe
(Scotland; The Curious Scrapbook of Josephine Bean) and Christine
Johnston (Australia; The Kransky Sisters).

Baba Yaga was originally commissioned by Imaginate for the 2018
Edinburgh Children's Festival, and has since been presented at the
Adelaide Festival, 10 Days on the Island, the Taipei International
Children's Festival, ASSITEJ Artistic Gathering in Norway, the Dublin
Theatre Festival and the Baboro International Children's Festival.

Royalties
TBD
Contact
Georgi Paech
georgi.paech@windmill.org.a
u
+ 61 400 079 985

"A brilliant new version of the alluring old Russian fairytale."
★★★★★ – The Scotsman

"Fabulously performed, technically outstanding and excellently
directed..." – Herald Scotland

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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THIS IS EDEN
Froudist
www.froudist.com
Artform
Theatre

1839. Cascades Female Factory, Hobart Town. In a solitary cell, on

Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

dead, ten thousand miles from home, she plots escape and reveals,

Previous Seasons
2015
HotHouse Theatre, Albury
Wodonga
2017
Forty-five Downstairs
Theatre, Melbourne
2018
Forty-five Downstairs
Theatre, Melbourne (VCE
Drama Playlisted Season)
2019
Victorian Regional Tour
Other Partners
Arts on Tour
Estimated Remount
N/A
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$10 – 15k

the edge of survival, Mary Ford waits alone in the darkness. Left for

with biting mockery, the untold tales of her captors.

In a Green Room Award nominated performance described as
‘fearless’ and ‘nauseatingly exquisite’, Emily Goddard and
acclaimed theatre director Susie Dee bring to life a dark, humorous
and provocative ‘anti-bonnet drama’ inspired by the rebellion and
resistance of the female convicts of Van Diemen’s Land.

Using the same Bouffon-esque performance devices the women
used to rebel, Goddard and Dee tread a fine line between the
grotesque and charming to uncover an extraordinary chapter of
rebellion and survival that has seemingly escaped our nation’s
history lesson.

Winner of the 2018 Drama Victoria Award, This is Eden is at once an
examination of our dark past, a parody of the way we perceive it
and a vital call to arms.

Royalties
13%

Contact
Tahni Froudist
tahni@froudist.com
+ 61 402 602 208

“First class theatre. Compelling, confronting and sure to haunt
audiences long after.” – Border Mail

"As affecting and impressive as anything you will see."
– Australian Stage

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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AUSTRALIAN THEATRE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
www.atyp.com.au

Contact
Fraser Corfield
fraser@atyp.com.au
+ 61 434 112 477

ATYP are presenting an Organisation Update

Australian Theatre for Young People (ATYP) is Australia’s flagship
youth theatre company, renowned for staging an annual season of
distinctive and impactful plays that reflect the interests,
experiences and extraordinary abilities of young Australians.

ATYP ensures theatre with young people sits proudly on the
national stage. We want young Australians to see themselves and
their society reflected in the theatre they see, featuring characters
they relate to, speaking a language they understand.

Since 2016 ATYP has conducted two national tours, Sugarland &
War Boy, as well as travelling to Canada, South Africa, & the
Commonwealth Games Cultural Festival. 2021 sees ATYP undertake
a national tour of Follow Me Home, examining the lived experience
of young people who experience homelessness.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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BARBARIAN PRODUCTIONS LTD.
www.barbarian.co.nz

Contact
Rachael Mansfield
rachael@barbarian.co.nz
+64 21334907

Barbarian Productions Ltd. are presenting an Organisation Update

Ngā mihi ki a tātou. Barbarian Productions are based in Ponēke, Te
Whanganui-a-Tara (Wellington), Aotearoa. Makers of mouldbreaking experiences and live performances that bring people
together in radically playful ways.

We don’t make our art for its own sake.

We make it because we know it’s needed.

In today’s disconnected, disenchanted world our theatre can be a
powerful agent for progressive change and a renewed sense of
belonging.

Barbarian Productions is led by artistic director Jo Randerson and
co-director Thomas LaHood. Over 20 years of practice Barbarian
has become an icon of resilience in the performing arts industry.
We are recognised as leaders and pioneers in the field of
participatory and immersive performing arts.
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PERFORMING LINES
www.performinglines.org.au

Contact
Marion Potts

Performing Lines are presenting an Organisation Update

marion@performinglines.org.au

02 9319 0066

Performing Lines produces provocative contemporary performance
by Australia’s most audacious independent artists.

We curate a portfolio of work that is propelled by pressing
questions and new ways of seeing the world. We embrace the
unconventional, the marginal, the rebellious and the new.

Our purpose is to champion risk and to ensure that the breadth and
plurality of Australia’s creative potential is represented and
celebrated.

In everything we do, we acknowledge that we live on Aboriginal
land and constantly learn from wisdom of our Indigenous
colleagues. Where we are and the history that precedes us informs
how we work and how we move forward.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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SEEDPOD DISPERSED PROGRAM
Punctum Inc
www.punctum.com.au

Artform
Interdisciplinary / Hybrid

Seedpod Dispersed is Punctum’s mobile residency program for

Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

for hosting local artists and their new work.

regional and urban based arts organisations, venues, and festivals

The program offers practical assistance to the hosts as curators of
Estimated Remount
$10 – 15k

culture in their own regions / jurisdiction through working with and
developing their local artists. It connects arts organisation, venues,

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$0 – 10K

and festivals to local artists and producers and provides them with
a professional development and creating framework for varying

Contact
Steve Mayhew
gm@punctum.com.au
+61 414 585 367

presentation contexts including galleries, outdoors, found, and
unusual spaces.

The program helps create a safe place for organisations / entities
and artists to test ideas, undertake experiments, develop new work,
and take risks in a collegiate environment, challenging notions of
the experimental, contemporary and regionality.

“A heartfelt thanks for leading an insightful and invaluable
workshop with our Place2Play artists – what a fitting way to end
January. The response I have received has been overwhelmingly
positive, you really planted some seeds!” - Joanne Huthnance,
Public Art Curator, Creative Arts & Events | Arts, Heritage &
Libraries, Economic & Community Development, Sunshine Coast
Council
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OUTSIDE
Liz Burcham
www.outsideshow.net (password: comeoutside)
Artform
Theatre

OUTSIDE is a hilarious and joyful show about humankind’s
relationship with the outside world for children 5-8 years. Music,

Audience
Children & Families

comedy and theatricality collide in this work inspired by the 2015
Children’s Book Council ‘Notable Book’ Outside, by Libby Hathorn.

Estimated Remount
TBD
Featuring a soaring new musical score by composer Elena Kats-

Weekly Sell Off Fee
TBD

Chernin, at different times it feels like an opera, a musical, a theatre
work and an installation, all in a coherent theatrical journey.

Contact
Liz Burcham
lizburcham01@gmail.com
+61 417 290 651

Exploring our connection with the environment, musicians and
performers, including children who have participated in the making
process, interact with each other and the audience, woven with live
music, poetry and story.

Created with its target audience, children’s ideas and observations
are at the centre of OUTSIDE. The work will be completed in
different locations, offering presenters an opportunity to partner
and directly engage the show with audiences. OUTSIDE is inherently
of this time, overflowing with heart and humour.

“OUTSIDE’s not like anything else, it’s an eccentric mix, but
definitely works. The video and screens sit perfectly in the work.
…the children are alive and present.” – Katrina Torenbeek, Program
Director QMF

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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EUPHORIA
Country Arts SA
www.countryarts.org.au
Artform
Theatre

A Country Town. A Festival. A local tragedy and a town that doesn’t

Audience
Adult

catapults us right into the heart of a little town where everyone

Other partners
State Theatre Company of
South Australia

struggles with the present.

talk. This tale of good days, bad days and everything in between

knows everyone, and where Ethan is hit by his past as Meg

Euphoria explores the joys and challenges of country life and shines
Estimated Remount
TBD

a light on mental illness with subtlety, compassion and side splitting
wit. We are introduced to two key characters, 19 year old Ethan

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$15 – 20K

and school teacher Meg, alongside other recognisable characters in
this fictional country town. Meg is battling with a mental health

Royalties
14.5%

illness and she’s afraid. Afraid she’ll meet someone in the
supermarket and they will know. Ethan is sick of living in a town

Contact
Alison Howard
alison.howard@countryarts.o
rg.au
+61 427 007 853

where you can’t take a shit without it being reported in the local
paper.

As the festival celebrating the town unfolds, Meg and Ethan’s
worlds collide as the community comes together for an event
they’ll never forget.

"Emily Steel is one of the brightest, most original voices in
Australian playwriting today. With stealth and charm, she brings to
life an entire town through two actors in this deeply felt and slyly
comic portrait of family, friendship and people searching for
connection and for themselves". – Mitchell Butel, Artistic Director
State Theatre Company South Australia
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‘THE VISITORS’ BY JANE HARRISON
Moogahlin Performing Arts
www.moogahlin.org

Artform
Theatre

JANUARY, 1788. CLAN LEADERS MEET ON GADIGAL LAND AS THE

Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

THEY TAKE A STANCE?

TALL SHIPS ENTER THE HARBOUR. DO THEY BID WELCOME, OR DO

A strange sight greets those gathered on the shore of Gadigal land.
Previous seasons
2020
Sydney Festival
Estimated Remount
TBD
Weekly Sell Off Fee
TBD
Royalties
18%
Contact
Ali Murphy-Oates
info@moogahlin.org
02 8571 9096

Ships of a type and size never seen before. Where are they from?
Who and what do they carry? Should they be welcomed– or should
they be wary?

Famed for her plays Stolen and Rainbow’s End, Muruwari
playwright Jane Harrison turns her attention to that pivotal
moment when the First Fleet dropped anchor.

The Visitors premiered at Carriageworks for the 2020 Sydney
Festival, presented by Moogalin Performing Arts. Directed by
Frederick Copperwaite, The Visitors is a powerful, imaginative
response to the beginnings of modern Australia.

"Funny, informative, sombre, real, imagined and very enjoyable, I
would encourage everyone to see it." – Bronwyn Carlson, The
Conversation

"The Visitors pulls out all the stops so that there is no mistaking
the... work’s intent to question and to confront." – Suzy Goes See
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EVERY BRILLIANT THING
Black Swan State Theatre Company of WA
www.bsstc.com.au
Artform
Theatre

“If you get through your entire life without ever once feeling

Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

attention”.

crushingly depressed… then you probably haven’t been paying

Every Brilliant Thing is play about everything worth living for - from
Previous seasons
The play has been performed
at Edinburgh Fringe Festival,
New York City and across
Europe. It made its Australian
debut at Perth Festival (2016)
and staged by Belvoir (2019).

ice cream, to staying up late to watch TV, to the music of Ray
Charles. It’s a responsible and hilarious way of talking about
depression. With the help of the audience, it tells the story of boy's
response to his mum's suicide.

Estimated Remount
$20k+

Affirming and uplifting, the play reaches into the soul of the

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20k+

them from beginning to end.

Royalties
10%

This award-winning play strikes the perfect balance between hurt

Contact
Rick Heath
rick@bsstc.com.au
08 6212 9301

audience, connecting and resonating in ways that holds and carries

and hope, using humour to have the hardest conversations.

Staged with minimal production requirements and in-the-round, it
is designed for touring. Performed at the Edinburgh Fringe, in NYC
and across Europe, it debuted in Australia at Perth Festival (2016)
and at Belvoir (2019) to critical & box office success.

“One of the funniest plays you’ll ever see about depression – and
possibly one of the funniest plays you’ll ever see, full stop.” – The
Guardian

"Cathartic and illuminating." – The Daily Beast
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A SLIGHTLY ISOLATED DOG’S BRAND-NEW
(VIRTUAL) SHOW! (WORKING TITLE)
A Slightly Isolated Dog Ltd.
www.aslightlyisolateddog.weebly.com

Artform
Comedy / Stand-Up
Theatre
Interactive
Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds
Estimated Remount
$0 – 10K

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$10 – 15K

A SLIGHTLY ISOLATED DOG’S BRAND-NEW (VIRTUAL) SHOW!
(working title) is being developed online over the next several
months, before being adapted for live performance in late 2020.

Following the success of DON JUAN & JEKYLL & HYDE we are
developing our third piece in the trilogy. These explosive & hilarious
works use a cast of faux-French performers to create a joyful
interactive celebration.

Theatrical magic, wicked pop songs & explosive wit is combined to

Royalties
10%

create a delightful romp through a twisted classic tale, where the

Contact
Leo Gene Peters
leo.gene.peters@gmail.com
+6421821140

in our theatre shows into the virtual creation process &

audience plays along. We will bring this same interactivity we have

performance. This project will build a body of online material to
explore and expand the relationship between the company & our
audience. This performance will use the same imagination,
playfulness, & theatricality from our shows while adjusting to utilise
online media in innovative ways.

DON JUAN & JEKYLL & HYDE in Edinburgh:

“Extremely funny, high energy reworking of Don Juan encourages
us all to live and love bigger and better.”
★★★★ Scotsman
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THE FARM
www.thefarm.company

Contact
Gavin Webber
farmers@thefarm.company
+61 411 791 040

The Farm are presenting an Organisation Update

Based on the Gold Coast with roots in Berlin, The Farm have been
described as the gateway drug to contemporary dance. Their desire
to create and sustain human connection is at the heart of the
organisation, driving their processes, work, and all of their
engagements, between artists and partners, audiences and
community. Their community engagement is focused around a
workshop festival on the Gold Coast and outreach programs further
afield.

The Farm’s regional location and links to Europe give them a unique
perspective that transcends traditional divides of the art world.

Current and upcoming works
-

Throttle

-

Cowboy

-

Glass Child

On Throttle:

“A game changer for Australian theatre” – Julian Louis - Artistic
Director of NORPA
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POLYGLOT THEATRE
www.polyglot.org.au

Contact
Viv Rosman
viv@polyglot.org.au
+61 417 450 848

Polyglot Theatre are presenting an Organisation Update

Polyglot Theatre is a globally-renowned company based in
Melbourne that creates, produces and tours Theatre for Young
Audiences (TYA) all over the world.

Polyglot’s artistic approach of child-centred practice has earned our
reputation at home and internationally as a leader in the TYA
sector, celebrated for creating distinctive, collaborative works that
are playful and conceptually robust. We involve kids from creative
development through to immersive performances; and reach the
broadest range of children by placing our work everywhere from
the world’s most prestigious theatres to the football grounds of
regional Australia.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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AN ODD EVENING WITH
TYRONE & LESLEY
Metro Arts
www.metroarts.com.au
Artform
Cabaret
Interdisciplinary / Hybrid
Musical Theatre
Music

An Odd Evening with Tyrone and Lesley brings you face to face with

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

Together for twenty years, they pair the high and low in a wild and

Previous seasons
Brisbane Festival

Estimated Remount
$10 – 15K

Australia’s best ukulele odd couple who ‘defy genre boundaries and
leave you with a smile on your face and a song in your heart’.

binary orbit in the dark and sparkling song space around this little
instrument. Headlining festivals all over Australia, their battery
powered torch songs and even odder numbers make them ‘a little
bit Lano and Woodley, a little bit Kransky Sisters’, and ‘pure magic
together’.

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$5 – 10K
Royalties
12%
Contact
David Megarrity
producers@metroarts.com.a
u
07 3002 7100

“One of the funniest, most entertaining live performances I’ve had
the pleasure of seeing.” – Broadwayworld

“Wonderfully crafted…defies genre boundaries…Tyrone and Lesley
in a Spot will leave you with a smile and a song in your heart.”
– Backstreet Brisbane

“Gentle, unpretentious humour, clever musicianship, airtight
timing… an eccentric and delightful night out.”
– BrisbaneStage

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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BLACK COCKATOO BY GEOFFREY ATHERDEN
Ensemble Theatre
www.ensemble.com.au
Artform
Theatre

A hugely successful new Australian work, from a stellar creative

Audience
Adult

culturally significant story of Johnny Mullagh and the First XI of

Previous seasons
2020
Ensemble Theatre
Merrigong Theatre Company
Riverside Theatres
Other partners
Balnaves Foundation
Australia Council for the Arts
NSW Government
Estimated Remount
$20K+
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+
Royalties
14.5%
Contact
Claire Nesbitt-Hawes
claire@ensemble.com.au
02 8918 3403

team and a talented all-Indigenous cast, shines a spotlight on the

1868.

Over 150 years ago, 13 brave Aboriginal men in Western Victoria
picked up their cricket bats and embarked on a treacherous voyage
to England and into the unknown – all in the name of sport. Risking
illness and persecution, Australia’s first international cricket team
amazed the English crowds with astonishing talent, personality and
grit. They should have returned to Australia as celebrated heroes.
Instead they came back to find the world they once knew was no
longer there.

This is not just a story about cricket – this is story of strength,
resistance, hope and possibility. When a group of young presentday activists sneak into the Wimmera Discovery Centre to expose
the truth of what happened to Johnny and his teammates, a hidden
legend of triumph and tragedy unfolds.

“This amazing Australian story rings with authenticity, humour and
quirky compassion.”
★★★★ Stage Noise

“A vibrant, fascinating and challenging production...A captivating
and inspiring story that reverberates today.”
★★★★ ArtsHub

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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HOUSE
Barking Gecko Theatre
www.barkinggecko.com.au
Artform
Theatre

When you lose something, you gain something else.

Audience
Children & Families

Cathelijn is completely and undeniably alone: no friends, no family,

Estimated Remount
$15 – 20K

tries to be strong, like a Viking. And that’s when she sees it – the

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$10 – 15K

Inside, she finds Piotr, a small boy who never stops talking, and

Royalties
14%

closed tight.

Contact
Sean Walsh
sean.walsh@barkinggecko.c
om.au
0417 179 073

When they suddenly launch into the air and set off across the sky,

no-one to turn to. All by herself in the centre of a dark forest, she

house. A higgledy-piggledy mess of a place as tall as the trees.

Elka, a grey-haired explorer who insists they keep the curtains

Cathelijn learns that this is no ordinary house: it’s a Rescue House,
and it rescues the Loneliest Child in the world.

So begins an extraordinary adventure that takes Cathelijn across
the world and deep inside herself, on a journey of self-realisation
and self-determination.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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CATHERINE FITZGERALD’S

DRY

Far and Away Productions
www.farandaway.com.au

Artform
Theatre

Written by Catherine Fitzgerald with dramaturgy by Patricia

Audience
Adult

and inspired by the desert town of Port Augusta and its tough

Other Partners
Country Arts SA
Canberra Theatre Centre
Merrigong Theatre
Company
Estimated Remount
$10 – 15K

Cornelius, DRY is a dystopian western informed by climate fiction

inhabitants.

It is a fierce, small cast play in which three characters fight to
survive in a world of endless drought. Universal and fluid in its
themes, set in the past, present or future, DRY explores our
relationship to the land, the First People, refugees and each other.

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$15 – 20K
Royalties
10%
Contact
Lee-Anne Donnolley
ldonnolley@farandaway.co
m.au
+61 410 653 120
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For SAY NO MORE:

“Catherine Fitzgerald’s sensitive direction takes us on a journey that
has a lot of darkness, yet still finds light.” – Mark Wickett, Stage
Whispers
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GET UP MUM
Far and Away Productions
www.farandaway.com.au

Artform
Theatre

It’s 1992 Burnie, Tasmania.

Audience
Adult

Justin is an only child living with his mother who suffers from

Other partners
Country Arts SA
Canberra Theatre Centre
Merrigong Theatre
Company

his carrots raw and his toast cooled, and she knows how to sooth

Estimated Remount
$0 – 10K

It is a complex, very personal story, told straight from the heart. An

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$5 – 10K

illness keeps getting in the way.

Royalties
10%

Contact
Lee-Anne Donnolley
ldonnolley@farandaway.co
m.au
+61 410 653 120

RETURN TO CONTENTS

schizophrenia. When she is well, Mum is perfect. She knows he likes

his growing pains. But when she is sick she cries uncontrollably and
never gets out of bed.

only child and his Mum are trying to love each other, but mental

For the book GET UP MUM:

“Justin Heazlewood has written something so bloody important and
special with this book. One of the most big-hearted and heartbruising books you’ll read.” – Benjamin Law
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HAND TO EARTH
Australian Art Orchestra
www.aao.com.au
Artform
Music

Yolgnu songman Daniel Wilfred and Korean vocalist Sunny Kim form

Audience
Adult

expresses a deeply human commonality. Their vocal approaches are

Previous Seasons
2020
AsiaTOPA

Peter Knight, who draws on the minimalism of Brian Eno and Jon

Other Partners
Artback NT
Skinnyfish Music
Estimated Remount
$0 – 10K
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$5 – 10K
Royalties
N/A
Contact
Jerry Remkes
jerry@aao.com.au
+61 424 818 779

an effortless rapport that spans continents and cultures, yet

melded into the electronic atmospheres created by trumpeter

Hassell to create a bed for these beautifully contrasting voices.

Daniel sings in language and is the keeper of Yolgnu manikay
(songs) from East Arnhem Land that can be traced back for over
40,000 years. His is the oldest continuously practised music
tradition in the world. Sunny sings in English and Korean and
intones wordless gestures that invoke raw elemental forces.
Together they sing of the stars, of fire, and of the cooling rain,
against Peter Knight’s floating trumpet notes and electronic
crackles.

Hand to Earth expresses something of the here and now in music,
and represents contemporary Australia at its best: sophisticated,
inclusive, diverse, and forward-looking.
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CRITICAL STAGES TOURING
www.criticalstages.com.au

Contact
Chris Bendall
chris@criticalstages.com.au
02 9252 6340

Critical Stages Touring are presenting an Organisation Update

Critical Stages Touring creates original experiences & connects
communities. We make outstanding live theatre accessible to
audiences around Australia, especially in regional, remote and rural
areas. We partner with presenters and artists to deliver ambitious
and diverse independent performing arts productions engaging
audiences from Bundaberg to Bunbury, and Broken Hill to Burnie.
Since 2005, we have been supporting outstanding Australian
independent theatre artists.

We present an annual program of performances around the
country, bringing people together to create unforgettable
experiences. We have also recently launched a digital program of
activities in our new Screening Room.

Critical Stages Touring was awarded the 2019 Touring Legend
Award from PAC Australia.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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LADY TABOULI
National Theatre of Parramatta
www.nationaltheatreofparramatta.com.au

Artform
Theatre

Lady Tabouli premiered as part of Sydney Festival 2020 at Riverside

Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

and media. Whilst focussed on a Middle Eastern family, this story

Theatres. This family comedy/drama was a success with audiences

belongs to anyone who has come up against clashes with family
values. James Elazzi‘s unflinching clash of cultures and a searing

Previous Seasons
2020
Sydney Festival
Other Partners
Arts on Tour
Estimated Remount
TBD
Weekly Sell Off Fee
TBD

look at how expectations can eat away at us until we decide to
change the rules.

Its particularly relevant that works such as this do tour outside city
venues. As a coming out story the subject matter of being on the
outer from one’s community, where you might feel isolated, can
become particularly important, and actually does have the capacity
to change lives and offer hope.

Royalties
15%
Contact
Joanne Kee
JKee@nationaltheatreofparr
amatta.com.au
+61 414 973 095

“Rush for tix – don’t dawdle.”
★★★★ Diana Simmonds, Stage Noise

“Elazzi’s writing is powerful and passionate. Its incisive honesty
provides an urgency that grips us, having us invested in the family’s
story, regardless of where we stand in relation to its arguments.”
– Suzy Wrong, Suzy Goes See

“Elazzi’s portrait is warmly funny and seems very much grounded in
reality." – Jason Blake

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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AMATAGA
Casus Circus
www.casus.com.au

Artform
Circus / Physical Theatre

The transition from childhood to adulthood, the sometimes-ancient

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

cultures. The act of ritual is a common thread that has linked

Other Partners
La Boite Theatre Company
Cluster Arts

kinship and community.

Estimated Remount
TBD

Amataga will combine contemporary circus, theatre, and personal

Weekly Sell Off Fee
TBD

a contemporary context.

rite of passage rituals are a significant steppingstone in many

humanity throughout the ages. Coming-of-age rituals are
particularly powerful in creating identity, a sense of belonging,

Drawing on each performer’s lived experience and family history,

storytelling to explore the culturally specific practices of initiation in

Royalties
N/A
Contact
Kate Malone
kate@clusterarts.com
+61 448 115 698
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OTHER PRODUCTIONS
& ORGANISATIONS

The following productions and organisations are not included in the official APAX
2020 program, but purchased a listing in the event App. We’ve included them here
for your reference and consideration.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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A CHORUS LINE
Darlinghurst Theatre Company
www.darlinghursttheatre.com

Artform
Musical Theatre

A Chorus Line revolutionised the notion of what a musical could be

Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

echelons of music theatre.

when it opened in 1975 and placed itself firmly as an icon in the

Darlinghurst Theatre Company now brings this electrifying work
Estimated Remount
$20K+

back to the stage starring 20 of Australia's top triple threats. Based
on the real-life anecdotes of dancers which explore bullying, racism,

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+

sexism, power and passion, this strikingly intimate production
features entirely new choreography from brilliant Director and

Royalties
17%
Contact
Amylia Harris
amylia@darlinghursttheatre
.com
+61 414 928 538

Choreographer, Amy Campbell.

"You’ll be up close and intimate with these characters who, by their
very nature, expose all their vulnerabilities and talent for the
chance to be seen and heard. The physical energy is going to be
electric.” – Amy Campbell

-

10 Tony Awards including Best Musical and Best Original
Score

RETURN TO CONTENTS

-

9 Drama Desk Awards

-

A Pulitzer Prize for Drama

-

A New York Drama Critics Award
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A PRUDENT MAN – DIGITAL PRESENTATION
Lab Kelpie
www.labkelpie.com

Artform
Theatre

The critically acclaimed, multi award-winning A PRUDENT MAN by

Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

presentation!

Katy Warner is now available as a broadcast-quality digital

A smash hit of the 2017-2018 national touring and festival circuit,

Previous Seasons
2016
Melbourne Fringe Festival
2017
Fringe World Perth
Darwin Festival
Brisbane Festival
Hawkes Bay Festival, NZ
2017-2018
Australian National Tour

this searing, satirical exploration of Australian politics featuring a
powerhouse solo performance by Lyall Brooks has now been
captured by Lab Kelpie Digital on the stage of Melbourne's iconic
Regent Theatre, ready for YOUR (socially distanced!) audience to
experience.

What makes the Trumps, the Abbotts, and the Hansons of this

Other Partners
Lab Kelpie Education

world tick? What if their world started to shift ever so slightly?

Estimated Remount
N/A

consequences of their hardline stances?

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$0-5K

Complemented by Q&As, education packs and scripts – making it

Royalties
0%

dramatic thriller taps in to the social and political zeitgeist to create

Contact
Lyall Brooks
lyall@labkelpie.com
+61 408 595 939

control… and on the edge.

What would happen if they came face-to-face with the

perfect for general audiences and schools alike – this provocative

an unapologetic and utterly compelling portrayal of a man both in

“Profound and gripping viewing for all!”
★★★★★ Theatre People
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ACTION STAR
PYT Fairfield
www.pyt.com.au
Artform
Dance
Theatre

Stunts, weapons and martial arts, ACTION STAR is PYT Fairfield’s
new ‘live action’ solo performance featuring international action
film star, Maria Tran.

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds
Estimated Remount
$15 – 20K
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$15 – 20K

Celebrated as one of Asia’s leading female action film stars, in
Australia Maria faces high barriers. Her compelling story exposes
the powerful identity politics and racism that pervade our dominant
Western cultural narratives.

From Western Sydney to Hong Kong, ACTION STAR is an explosive,

Royalties
10%

virtuosic, autobiographical performance.

Contact
Katy Green Loughrey
katy@pyt.com.au
02 9724 6077

From the creative team behind PLAYLIST (Helpmann nomination for
Best Visual or Physical Theatre Production 2019) ACTION STAR is
directed by Karen Therese with choreography by Larissa McGowan,
video and design by Zanny Begg and sound by James Brown and
Jack Prest.

ACTION STAR is currently in development.

Maria Tran - 2016 Breakout Female Action Performer of the Year,
Los Angeles

“PYT Fairfield… known for blending creative bravura with social
inclusion.” – Sydney Morning Herald (2018)
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CAMPFIRE
Cognoscenti Entertainment
www.darrencoggan.com

Artform
Music

Campfire has initially been produced to fit a 'Morning Matinee'

Audience
Adult
Children & Families

where it will thrive.

format. Whilst not exclusively available to this format, I feel this is

Campfire is an intimate performance, consisting of two musicians,
Previous Seasons
2020
Queensland Tour
Warragul Arts Centre
2021
Burnie Arts Centre
Gympie Civic Centre
Mackay Entertainment &
Exhibition Centre
Estimated Remount
$0 – 10K

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$5 – 10K

around an artificial campfire, delivering warmth and friendship
through the comfort of stories, conversation and song.

Darren Coggan welcomes us to his campfire, articulating moments
of laughter and reflection through the songs from his awardwinning albums as well as celebrating the artists he has remarkably
re-created throughout his career, including, Glen Campbell, James
Taylor, John Denver and of course his hugely successful and
critically acclaimed portrait of Cat Stevens. Grab a ‘cuppa’ and
settle in for a sing a long around Darren Coggan's Campfire.

Royalties
2%
Contact
Darren Coggan
darren@darrencoggan.com
+61 412 974 391

“Coggan has a fresh, powerful, expressive voice, and he just oozed
style.” – The Australian

“Coggan’s musical story-telling is outstanding, as is his singing and
playing.” – Sunday Herald Sun
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DEMO
Branch Nebula
www.branchnebula.com
Artform
Dance

DEMO parachutes into the middle of a city with a team of champion

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

signature street-style choreography transforms a public plaza or

Previous Seasons
2019
Custom’s House, Circular
Quay

skaters, BMXers, parkourists and dancers, as Branch Nebula’s

arts centre forecourt into a skatepark.

In DEMO a diverse array of subcultural forms like skating, BMX,
dance, parkour, and Sydney’s underground teckno scene, collide in
an evolving visual composition. The physical languages, and their
unique arcs and trajectories cross multiple planes, build up layers

Estimated Remount
$20K+

like a live 3D painting.

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+

Many DEMO artists have toured nationally with Branch Nebula’s
acclaimed Helpmann Award winning touring residency Snake

Royalties
N/A
Contact
Harley Stumm
harley@intimatespectacle.c
om.au
+61 411 330 654

Sessions.

DEMO is suitable for any flat space – indoors or outside. We can
also tour a smaller company and smaller set, repurposed for
community engagement workshops in skating, BMX, parkour and
dance, with an emphasis on self-generating material and
choreography for a scaled down 10-minute performance (Demi
DEMO) by local participants.

“You could spend 30 minutes on Instagram …or you can spend 30
minutes immersed in 100% live awesomeness right in front of you.
Which pill will you take?” – Toby Grime, audience member
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DORR-E DARI: A POETIC CRASH COURSE IN THE
LANGUAGE OF LOVE
PYT Fairfield
www.pyt.com.au
Artform
Theatre

You want to know what love is. Don’t we all? It’s time to switch off

Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

rhythms of a thousand-year strong tradition of courtly Persian love

the dating apps, step out of the nightclub and get in tune with the

poetry. Rest assured: there’s a verse for every condition of the
heart, no matter how catastrophic.

Development Presentations
2019
Adhocracy, Vitalstatistix
Crack Festival

Dorr-e Dari: A Poetic Crash Course in the Language of Love is a new
theatre work inspired by the practice of recitals and ‘curtain shows’

Estimated Remount
$20K

traditionally experienced in private homes and tea-houses houses

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$15 – 20K

home, where ancient traditions are fused with contemporary

Royalties
9%

for you.

Contact
Katy Green Loughrey
katy@pyt.com.au
02 9724 6077

CREATED BY Mahdi Mohammadi, Jawad Yaqoubi, Bibi Goul

all through the Persian-speaking world. You are welcomed into our

performance to create a sumptuous and immersive experience just

Mossavi, Paul Dwyer and Sean Bacon
PERFORMERS Mahdi Mohammadi, Jawad Yaqoubi & Bibi Goul
Mossavi
DIRECTOR Paul Dwyer
VIDEO DESIGN Sean Bacon

“PYT Fairfield, seems to be going from strength to strength … and
has emerged as one of the most exciting voices in Australian
culture.” – Ben Eltham

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST – ANYWHERE FESTIVAL
Anywhere Festival
www.anywhere.is
Artform
All artforms

We are currently looking for interest from performers to present

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

Gold Coast, Ipswich, Scenic Rim and Moreton Bay regions or to

Other Partners
Arts Queensland
Brisbane City Council
Sunshine Coast Council
Noosa Council
Contact
Paul Osuch
paul@anywhere.is
+61 452 635 488

RETURN TO CONTENTS

work anywhere but a theatre in Brisbane, Sunshine Coast, Noosa,

present elsewhere and provide online opportunities for these
regions for the next festival planned for 6-23 May 2021.

All performance genres are of interest with a strong focus on
storytelling, connection.

We are also looking for interest from non-traditional performance
spaces and locations interested in hosting an Anywhere Festival
showcase mixing live and streamed performances.
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EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST – SHORT AND LONG
TERM RESIDENCIES
Cardinia Shire Council
www.cardinia.vic.gov.au/ccc

Artform
All artforms

We are currently seeking expressions of interest from arts

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

residencies, utilising our new arts spaces. Along with the original

Contact
James Fischer
j.fischer@cardinia.vic.gov.a
u
+61 428 229 749

organisations and independent artists for short and long term

356 seat Theatre, we have recently added four new Artists' Studios,
six Digital Arts Spaces, and a Gallery which includes flexible
projection capabilities, 8.2 spacial sound system, as well as hanging
and rigging systems, enabling multi-disciplinary work.

We are looking for organisations and artists that will work closely
with our local communities in the creation of new work, as well as
organisations and artists that specialise in skills training and
development.

Recent examples of our practice include partnering with Word
Travels to deliver spoken word training to local African youth;
professional musicians from The Audreys and Feelds mentoring
emerging local musicians; and independent dance artist Gulsen
Ozer introducing local senior women to contemporary dance.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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FUNNY MUMMIES
www.funnymummies.com

Artform
Comedy / Stand-Up

Three rocking mamas. One rocking show.

Audience
Adult

Funny Mummies is a stand-up comedy show performed by mothers

Previous Seasons
2018/19
Sit Down Comedy Club
Mother’s Day/Christmas
Estimated Remount
N/A
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$0 – 5K
Contact
Jenny Wynter
jonmwilson@quirkishmanag
ement.com
+61 452 207 637

for mothers.

Three mama comedians present a mothering themed stand-up
show, allowing and encouraging the audience to laugh at their own
stories of the shit parts of parenthood, tales of epic mothering fails
and ever-relatable domestic dramas.

As a stand-up comedy show, this is a production of technical
simplicity, which promotes the coming together of a community of
like-minded mothers to experience some much needed comic relief
from the stress of day-to-day parenting.

This show is more than just a good laugh: we hope that it allows
mothers to improve their bond with each other - their friends, their
family, their own mothers - through shared catharsis.

"The show was packed to the rafters with women, the line-up of
mother comedians was fantastic and everybody had a wonderful
time!" – Sam Jockel, Founder of School Mum and ParentTV

"Jenny... had the crowd crying in hysterics. Definitely an act that
cannot be missed." – Scenestr Mag

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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H.M.S. PINAFORE
Siren Theatre Co
www.sirentheatreco.com/hms-pinafore
Artform
Comedy / Stand-Up
Musical Theatre

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

Everyone's favourite musical duo Gilbert & Sullivan bring us
mistaken identity, class warfare, sisters, sailors and the trickiest of
tongue twisters abound.

Kate Gaul re-imagines a gender-bending, hyper-theatrical and kinky
take on this classic nautical caper. H.M.S. Pinafore answers the

Previous Seasons
2019
Hayes Theatre
2020
NSW Tour

burning question of who, among equals, is the most equal, and

Estimated Remount
$0 – 10K

between members of different social classes and pokes unashamed

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20k+

politics, and the rise of unqualified people to positions of authority.

Royalties
10%

The primarily young company reclaim Gilbert & Sullivan, test its

Contact
Kate Gaul
kate.jane.gaul@gmail.com
+61 417 247 105

flags (lots of flags), and a moustache or two! So – sit back, enjoy

whether love can level all ranks. In this quirky chamber version,
love is celebrated as the 21st Century collides with the 19th Century
in unexpected ways. The work’s humour focuses on the love

fun at society’s obsession with social status, patriotism, party

boundaries and have a shipload of fun. There are sequins, tutus,

tunes you are sure to have heard before and consider how two
Edwardian gentlemen created an operetta about society on a saucy
ship named after a lady’s undergarment!

“Kate Gaul reinvigorates the comic operetta giving it a fabulous,
fresh spin with her gloriously camp, glittery, cross-gender
production.”
★★★★★ - Limelight

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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IN THE ZONE
Shaun Parker & Company
www.shaunparkercompany.com
Artform
Dance

Hold new worlds in the palm of your hand… Hip-hop dance meets

Audience
Children & Families

Parker & Company.

Previous Seasons
2018
Parramatta Lanes Festival
2019
Eat Your Heart Out Festival
Camden Civic Centre
St. Nicholas of Myra, Penrith
Kuandu Arts Festival
Customs House Square

Conceived to engender emotional resilience in young people, IN

Estimated Remount
$10 – 20K

gaming technology in this groundbreaking new work by Shaun

THE ZONE features captivating new technology called AirSticks,
which create live sound through movement. Developed with
AirSticks co-creator, Alon Ilsar PhD, IN THE ZONE features Western
Sydney hip-hop artist Libby Montilla and moves by award-winning
choreographer Shaun Parker.

With AirSticks technology in the hands of Libby Montilla, audiences
enter the world of a video game through the dance forms of

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$5 – 10K

locking, popping, waving and body-ticking and self-triggered
electronic soundscapes. IN THE ZONE takes gaming and escapism as

Royalties
10%

a point of inspiration and celebrates the spectacular worlds that we
can explore with technology today. It also examines the potential

Contact
Beverly Growden
beverly@shaunparkercomp
any.com
+61 417 903 318

for loss of control through gaming, encouraging a renewed
appreciation for nature.

“As one of the audience who was there for the worldwide launch in
Camden - any theatre who doesn’t take this opportunity is seriously
missing out. One of the best performance pieces I’ve seen and kept
our whole family from 3 to 70 years old entertained. We were
riveted. It is so seriously good I barely have enough words.”
– Siobhan Russell, audience member at Camden Civic Centre, via
Facebook

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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INFINITE ITEM
Weird Nest
www.weirdnest.com
Artform
Dance
Theatre

Infinite Item is a 75-minute contemporary performance work
(dance-based), devised, directed and performed by renowned
artist, movement researcher, marine advocate and disability arts

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

access advocate, Dean Walsh.

Infinite Item reveals the oceanic plastic and noise pollution

Estimated Remount
Approx $20K

urgencies our most precious environment is struggling with. It

Weekly Sell Off Fee
Approx $20K

the very best we can be, and what is possible, if we engage our

Royalties
14%

work uses plastic items, all of them (1.2 tonnes), found around

Contact
Andrew Batt-Rawden
andrew@weirdnest.com
+61 430 120 327

that this moment in history asks of us. It’s time to “clean up our

encourages us to look at the very worst, whilst never losing sight of

community efforts to learn more and do better. In this sense, the

Sydney harbour, beaches and local open water, as metaphor for all

act” - all of them. As with the “items”, the possibilities of
reconnection, repurposing and resourcefulness are infinite.

"Through Infinite Item I similarly witnessed Dean shape shift and
with his body propose laws yet to be realised." - Vicky Van Hout

"It is of epic proportion, visually arresting and musically haunting...
A magnificent call to arms which will touch every soul.” - Agnes
Michelet

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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KILTER BY ONE FELL SWOOP CIRCUS
Nicholas Clark Management
www.nicholasclarkmanagement.com
Artform
Circus / Physical Theatre

As an outdoor circus and sound installation piece Kilter will take

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

installation of stirring acrobatics and the hauntingly beautiful music

Previous Seasons

Using 6-metre arcs of rolled steel Kilter is circus on the knife-edge

2019
Ian Potter Centre Launch
Event, Monash University
White Night Ballarat
Encounter - Live at the
Poppet Head
Geelong Performing Arts
Centre
2018
Theatre Works

of equilibrium. Inspired by the mechanics of circus itself the new

Estimated Remount
$0 – 10K

over your performance space and transform it into a living

of ORCHA.

work from acclaimed One Fell Swoop Circus features never before
seen apparatus, award winning acrobatics and live music performed
by Melbourne’s violinist beatsmith, ORCHA.

Kilter is perfectly presented in daytime and evening settings in a
myriad of outdoors spaces including parks, courtyards, public
spaces, esplanades, gardens, amphitheatres, festivals, installations,
malls or town squares.

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$5 – 10K
Royalties
10%
Contact
Nic Clark
nic@nicholasclarkmanagem
ent.com
+61 422 863 692

RETURN TO CONTENTS

"POLISHED AND POWERFUL PERFORMERS MESMERISE AND
SYNCHRONISE WITH AN EVOCATIVE SOUNDTRACK"

"ACCOMPLISHED, ENGAGING AND BEAUTIFUL CIRCUS WORK"

"NEAR PERFECT WORK OF INTRICATE ART"
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LE VOYAGE
Steps and Holes Theatre Company
www.stepsandholestheatre.com
Artform
Circus / Physical Theatre
Interdisciplinary
Theatre
Audience
Adult
Previous Seasons
2018
Legs on the Wall

When a loved one dies, where do they go? Where is their voice,
their mind, their spirit? Le Voyage tells the story of a young woman
in the throes of a powerful grief, as she attempts to come to terms
with these metaphysical questions. It is simply beyond her
comprehension that she can never spend another moment by their
side.

But what if she can? What if the physicists are right? What if there

Estimated Remount
$15 – 20K

are multiverses and simultaneous time lines? What if space and

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$5 – 10K

her loved one is? If she just looked hard enough and searched in

Royalties
10%

universe to peer into…

Contact
Kate Walder
info@stepsandholestheatre.
com
+61 404 348 496

Le Voyage is the heart warming story of a blue-nosed clown who

time are not what they seem and she can crack through to where

the right places, if she could just find the right corner of the

goes on a voyage through the harsh landscapes of her mind. The
piece combines delicate clowning, superb visual imagery, mime,
aerial work and stunning original music from Aria award-winning
composer Shenzo Gregorio.

"Le Voyage is a triumph of how pain and beauty collide. A solo
performance that took me on a journey to the ends of the earth in
search of a lost loved one. Beautifully staged, with effective use of
aerial work that heightened the physicality. Highly
recommended." - Joshua Thomson, Artistic Director, Legs On The
Wall

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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MUSIC WORKS INTERNATIONAL
www.musicworksinternational.com

Artform
Music

Music Works International is an industry leader in the development

Contact
David Greenberg
davidg@musicworksinternt
ational.com
+1 781 300 7580 (ext. 4)

in the international touring industry, Katherine McVicker, MWI

of jazz, world, blues, and roots touring artists. Founded by a leader

collaborates with the world’s finest musicians, promoters, and
venues to develop tours that expand audiences, artists, and
markets through continued expansion into new territories, and
cultural partnerships.

MWI’s roster of global touring artists includes Antonio Sanchez, Taj
Mahal, Terence Blanchard, Christian McBride, Lizz Wright, Dianne
Reeves, Vijay Iyer, Stacey Kent, Ambrose Akinmusire, Charlie Hunter
& Lucy Woodward, Linda May Han Oh, Peter Cincotti, and Bokanté.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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ONCE
Darlinghurst Theatre Company
www.darlinghursttheatre.com
Artform
Musical Theatre
Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds
Previous Seasons
2019
Eternity Playhouse, Sydney
Merrigong, Wollongong
Eternity Playhouse, Sydney
Estimated Remount
$20K+
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+
Royalties
17%
Contact
Amylia Harris
amylia@darlinghursttheatre
.com
+61 414 928 538

WINNER OF 8 TONY AWARDS | 1 ACADEMY AWARD | 1 GRAMMY
AWARD | 1 OLIVIER AWARD | 4 DRAMA DESK AWARDS

Book by Enda Walsh | Music and lyrics by Glen Hansard and
Markéta Irglová. Based on the motion picture written and directed
by John Carney.

Guy meets Girl in this smash hit Broadway musical. Original and
unforgettable, ONCE draws you in from the very first note, grabs
you by the heart strings and never lets go. Set in modern day
Dublin, ONCE is a tender love story of a struggling Irish musician on
the verge of giving up and a piano-playing Czech immigrant who
reminds him how to dream. This exhilarating musical is performed
by an extraordinary ensemble of actor-musicians. With songs from
the critically-acclaimed film, including the Oscar-winning song
'Falling Slowly', this spell-binding score will have you holding your
breath from beginning to end. A show like this only comes around
once.

“When the violins begin to play – and the accordion and the
mandolin and the guitars and the cello – the instruments swell into
a collection of distinctive voices melded into a single, universal
feeling… Once massages that feeling until it hurts quite
exquisitely.” – The New York Times
★★★★★ - Fine Music FM

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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PERFORMING ARTS NETWORK NEW ZEALAND
www.pannz.org.nz

Contact
Louise Gallagher
louise@pannz.org.nz
+6421636747

RETURN TO CONTENTS

PANNZ is a representative advocate, an authoritative voice
recognized as being a key leader in the industry that promotes and
encourages a sustainable performing arts network throughout NZ.
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ROUGE
Highwire Entertainment
www.highwire.com
Artform
Cabaret
Circus / Physical Theatre
Interdisciplinary
Audience
Adult
Previous Seasons
2017
Docklands, Melbourne
2018
Barwon Heads
Adelaide Fringe Festival
Mackay
2019
Fringe World Festival
Adelaide Fringe Festival
Karralyka Centre
Northern Australian Festival
of Arts
Circus Hub on the Meadows
Underbelly Festival
Federation Square
Canberra Theatre Centre
2020
Adelaide Fringe Festival

Rouge is a circus for grown ups: a decadent blend of sensational
acrobatics, operatic cabaret and tongue-in-cheek burlesque. A non
– stop celebration of the astonishing, surprising, subversive and the
supremely sexy, Award winning Australian circus
sensation Rouge brings an outrageous brand of adult circus.

Winner of Best Circus & Physical Theatre show at Adelaide Fringe
2020, as well as at the 2019 Fringe World Weekly Awards and 2018
Adelaide Fringe Weekly Awards, Rouge has toured extensively in
Australia and around the world collecting 5 star reviews wherever it
goes.

“The performance is so high energy, so passionate and executed
with such abandon that it can’t help but leave you feeling elated
and empowered.” - Smut Buttons 2017

"One badass sizzler of a show." - Daily Mail (UK)

Estimated Remount
$0 – 5K

"Packed with constant surprises." - Plays To See

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$5 – 10K

“Rouge’s performers are talented, fierce, and unabashed.”
- Glamadelaide

Royalties
12%
Contact
Cath Hedge
producer@highwire.com.au
+61 402234349

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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ROVERS
Belloo Creative
www.belloocreative.com
Artform
Theatre

“This is theatre at its best.” — Australian Stage

Audience
Adult

Rovers is a night of stories celebrating adventurous women.

Previous Seasons
2018
NORPA
Maleny, QLD
Brisbane Festival

poetic work resonates with audiences of all ages. Rovers is a

Other Partners
Critical Stages

Woven from true stories and wild machinations, this delightful and

contemporary comedy-drama and a nimble two-hander that has
audiences laughing, crying and celebrating the grit and daring of
women trailblazers.

Intrepid performers Roxanne McDonald and Barbara Lowing get

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$10 – 15K

behind the wheel and navigate the audience into risky terrain,

Royalties
14%

hilarious misadventures of the women who made them who they

Contact
Caroline Dunphy
caroline@belloocreative.com
+61 412 109 399

journeying through the heart-lines of their lives and into the

are today.

Come on this epic adventure with two of your best-loved actors in
the rough and tumble of multiple stories and characters.

“This is theatre at its best… I remain gobsmacked, with lingering
scenes, words and music still rattling around my brain. I want to
witness it all over again!” — Australian Stage

"This play has a distinctively Australian flavour … Our unique
landscape is like another character.” — Stage Whispers

“A celebration of the sisterhood in its truest sense." — XS
Entertainment
RETURN TO CONTENTS
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SNAKE SESSIONS
Branch Nebula
www.branchnebula.com
Artform
Dance
Circus / Physical Theatre
Interdisciplinary

Branch Nebula brings their breath-taking anarchic street style

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

building up for a spectacular improvised performance at the end.

Previous Seasons
2016
Regional NSW
2017
South Australia
Victoria
Queensland
2018
Brisbane QLD
Wagga Wagga NSW
Griffith NSW
2019
Sunshine Coast QLD

performance to the local skate park. The crew infiltrate the skate
park for a week, jamming moves and tricks with the locals, and

With a live drummer driving the action, bodies and wheels collide,
race each other, and blur into one.

The team of professional skaters, BMXers, dancers and parkourists
have wowed audiences from Sydney Festival to Hong Kong, Finland
and Chile.

Snake Sessions invites the audience to share an experience of urban
culture as a powerfully dramatic and artistic experience, and a
celebration of its virtuosity and inventiveness.

Snake Sessions is a performance that responds to who is in the

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$20K+

space, the elements and challenges of each skate park; enjoying the

Royalties
N/A

individual’s highly specialized skill. It’s spontaneous, anarchic,

Contact
Harley Stumm
harley@intimatespectacle.c
om.au
+61 411 330 654

rapport that can develop through shared physical activity and each

intergenerational, fun and inspiring.

"This is site-specificity of the most immediate kind, a visceral
connection to a place of play, not its social role or its history, in a
display of what is often regarded as fun but here as art without
losing the integrity of its popular foundations." – RealTime

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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STATE HIGHWAY 48
Old Rockers Inc
www.sh48.co.nz
Artform
Musical Theatre

After making audiences laugh and cry throughout the North Island,

Audience
Adult

popular New Zealand work. Join the ride down State Highway 48 as

Previous Seasons
2014
1st development season
2015
2nd development season
2016
9-venue tour
2019
Auckland

through the treacherous road of middle age. Relationships,

Other Partners
Mark Dennison, Music
Director

now it’s Australia's turn to take part in the magic of this highly

Dave and Sharon, their kids, friends and workmates journey

friendships, work and family are all put to the test as the black dog
of depression takes the driver’s seat in Dave’s life.

And as he confronts job loss, marriage breakup and the immense
change around him, he gets reminded about the important things in
life – friends, family, love. Funny, moving and real, State Highway
48 celebrates the extraordinary that’s in ordinary life, reminding us
that what’s on the surface often belies the truth of what’s really

Estimated Remount
TBD

happening.

Weekly Sell Off Fee
TBD

Audiences throughout New Zealand have enjoyed this show which

Royalties
TBD

The original, catchy music is brought to life by a beautiful score. Join

Contact
Chris Williams
chris@kingst.co.nz
+64274533960

has been performed by the 11 member cast more than 50 times.

the journey.

"Beautifully real and moving." - Theatreview

"Packs a powerful emotional punch." – NZ Herald

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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STRING SYMPHONY
Spare Parts Puppet Theatre
www.sppt.asn.au
Artform
Puppetry

Created by Australia’s renowned puppetry company, Spare Parts

Audience
Children & Families

Hendroff, String Symphony is a large-scale, interactive performance

Previous Seasons
2021
Auckland Live
George Town Festival
2019
Art Centre Melbourne
Broome
2018
Commonwealth Games APAM
Desaru Coast, Malaysia
2Flipside Festival, Singapore
Bleach*Festival, Gold Coast
Luminous Festival,
Gladstone Horizon Festival,
QLD
2017
Joondalup Festival, WA

collaboration.

Puppet Theatre, with designer and puppet maker Leon

work that uses puppetry to explore connection, community and

String Symphony is the story of Leor’s awakening and discovery of
both himself and his connection to others. Hand-woven using more
than one kilometre of woven rope, the giant marionette is
suspended within a 5metre truss. Illuminated from the inside by
600 hundred LED lights, Leor comes to life when 10 community
volunteers each take a string and work together.
Told in three distinct acts, Leor’s adventure unfolds with the help of
the narrator, puppeteers and original music score. The show runs
for approximately 45-60 minutes and includes the opportunity for
30 members of the general public (10 per act) to contribute to the
puppeteering. This is a joyful, interactive and visual stunning work

Other Partners
Australia Council
Joondalup Festival
Contact
Susan Clarke
producer@sppt.asn.au
08 9335 5044

that appeals to all-ages.

“The extensive puppet making experience of ... Leon Hendroff is
very apparent in this work. ... the work already has a professional
quality typical of fine- tuned touring installations. The work has the
ability to communicate to diverse audiences through universal
languages of movement, light, and the human form.” - Caitlind
Brown and Wayne Garrett, Installation Artists
(Incandescentcloud.com)
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TENDER YOUNG CREATURES
The House That Dan Built
www.thehousethatdanbuilt.com
Artform
Music

Tender Young Creatures is based on the narrative of Little Red

Audience
Children & Families

experiences. Moving through 10 distinct moments, the performers

Previous Seasons
2018
Sydney
2019
Youth Week Festival, Bondi

Riding Hood. Direct eye contact, speech, and song evoke an

Estimated Remount
$10 – 15K

The other outcome is the shift in audience perspective. It’s one

Contact
Danielle O’Keefe
danielle@thehousethatdan
built.com
+61 405 711 947

night. It’s another to make them feel the cold metal in their hand

Riding Hood, and built around the cast and creatives own

weave around the audience, and the audience becomes Little Red

instinctive reaction in many audience members to turn away or
hide.

thing to tell the audience you carry keys between your fingers at

and the sweat on their palm. By giving the audience the experience
of being a girl alone at night, Tender Young Creatures creates an
empathetic audience willing to listen to young girls, and engage in
meaningful conversation.

By questioning the traditional relationship between performer and
audience, Tender Young Creatures subverts the role we expect
young girls to play in public life.

“Tender Young Creatures melds elements of the Red Riding Hood
story into a short (50 minutes), purposeful and well executed work
of immersive theatre for all ages.”
– Jason Blake - SMH

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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THE BIRTH AND DEATH OF STARS
MZAZA
www.mzaza.com
Artform
Cabaret
Musical Theatre
Music
Theatre

MZAZA presents 'The Birth and Death of Stars'

Audience
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

philosophers and astronomers and leading us on a surreal voyage

Multi-award winning world music favourites MZAZA's new show
'The Birth and Death of Stars', draws inspiration from history’s

through the ether to explore what links us to each other and the
world around us.

Previous Seasons
2020
Brisbane Festival
QLD regional tour
Estimated Remount
$0 – 10K
Weekly Sell Off Fee
$10 – 15
Royalties
2%
Contact
Greta Kelly
admin@mzaza.com
+61 422 588 693

Sitting comfortably between music and theatre, the show is
brought to the stage by a powerful collaboration of creative minds
featuring director Benjamin Knapton, Finnish animator Laura
Matikainen and writer Pauline Maudy.

Take a step away from the everyday and contemplate our place in
the universe to the sounds of some of Australia’s most uniquely
diverse musicians and songwriters.

“Pauline Maudy… has the voice of an angel.” – Sounds Of Oz

“A unique and uniquely diverse band.” – 4ZZZ

“MZAZA have been a real revelation for our SBS Chill audience.
They are just Amazing!” - Christophe Mallet, SBS Radio

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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THE BRIDGE
Second Echo Ensemble
www.secondechoensemble.org
Artform
Interdisciplinary

The BRIDGE is the second work in a trilogy of cross art form

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds

think we see and our expectations of them. Viewers will question

Other Partners
Performance Space
Estimated Remount
$10 – 15K
Contact
Kelly Drummond Cawthorn
hello@secondechoensembl
e.org
+61 467 661 170

investigations exploring the conceptual space between who we

what and who they are seeing and consider whether they judge a
book by its cover.
The bridge is the space between two mirrors.
You come in and go out of the mirrors.
It is dark. It is loud. It is cold.
It smells of metal and glass. Space.
The mirror is.
Between the realms of you and your reflection.
The mirror Is the portal.
To cross the realms.
In that space. Of the reality.
The similar and different realities we are in.
The multiverse of the world we are in.
It is our virtual reality.
We will surrender.
To the void in us.
To the static living somewhere.
We will see and feel.
Something.
Someone.
Luke dances out of site of his audience. His movements are
captured and translated in real time to a digital being that is
projected onto a circular form of smoke and mirrors.
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THE LITTLE PRINCE
Spare Parts Puppet Theatre
www.sppt.asn.au
Artform
Puppetry

The Little Prince is an adventure story following the journey of a

Audience
Children & Families

much-loved tiny planet, the little prince flies through the stars to

Previous Seasons
2016
National Tour
2020
Perth, WA

adults have some very silly ideas about things that really matter!

Weekly Sell Off Fee
$10 – 15K
Royalties
10%
Contact
Natalie Bell
ep@sppt.asn.au
08 9335 5044

curious prince as he explores the universe. Leaving behind his

meet odd characters inhabiting other planets and discovers that

With messages about kindness, creating connection and caring for
our environment, this is a story with themes for our lives today.

Adapted by Simon Clarke from Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s 1943
much loved novella and directed by Michael Barlow (Roald Dahl’s
The Twits, The Night Zoo, SPPT), The Little Prince unfolds in an
atmosphere of wonder. The mix of puppets, human performers and
inventive staging allows the audience’s imagination to float to the
stars and will stimulate conversations between children and adults.

“This beautiful revival … is very moving, and a wonderful
exploration of what is really important in life”. – Lucy Eyre, Theatre
People.

“… a show that will mesmerise audiences of all ages.” – Kimberley
Shaw, Stage Whispers
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THROTTLE
The Farm
www.thefarm.company
Artform
Dance
Interdisciplinary
Circus / Physical Theatre

A B-grade thriller viewed from within the safety of your own car.

Audience
Adult
18-35 year olds

difference.

Previous Seasons
2019
Bleach* Festival
2020
Brisbane Festival

"What starts as one man’s love song to his Volvo soon turns deadly

Estimated Remount
TBD

— at times sounding like the female voice on a GPS device — are

Throttle is lit by your headlights, heard through your car radio and
seen through your windscreen, this is a live-action drive in with a

when human roadkill becomes the walking undead and zombies
wreak their terrible revenge. The genius of the piece is the
soundtrack heard via the car radio. The sound effects and voiceover

suggestively creepy, while the action playing out in the semiWeekly Sell Off Fee
TBD

darkness adds to the mystery and thrills." - THE AUSTRALIAN

Contact
Gavin Webber
farmers@thefarm.company
+61 411 791 040

“A game-changer for Australian theatre.” - Julian Louis - Artistic
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TW TOURING SLATE
Theatre Works
www.theatreworks.org.au
Artform
Theatre
Musical Theatre

Throughout 2021 and 2022, Theatre Works will present seven tourready works after their respective premiere seasons at our St Kilda
theatre. The TW Touring Slate includes: lively family-focused works,

Audience
Adult
Children & Families
18-35 year olds
Contact
Dianne Toulson
gm@theatreworks.org.au
+61 437 278 886

Victorian Schools Playlist productions, new Australian writing, a
critically-acclaimed classic and a commercial piece of musical
theatre with wide appeal. The works are:
WHEN THE RAIN STOPS FALLING By Andrew Bovell | Presented by
Iron Lung Theatre
VOLDEMORT AND THE TEENAGE HOGWARTS Musical Parody |
Presented by Salty Theatre
SWANSONG By Conor McDermottroe
SINGING SWALLOWS By Romi Kupfer
JUNGLE BUNGLE By Craig Christie | Presented by VTM Productions
MAD AS A CUTE SNAKE By Amelia Evans and Dan Giovannoni
THE VIEW FROM UP HERE Currently in Development
THE OWL AND THE ALBATROSS Currently in Development

“It will haunt you long after the rain has finally stopped falling and
the house lights turned on...” ★★★★★ - The Sunday Telegraph on
When the Rain Stops Falling

“An intense, dynamic and technically assured performance, it
thoroughly deserves the standing ovations it receives.” ★★★★ The Age (on Swansong at TW, Season 2019)
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